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About This Game

Treadnauts gives competitive platform fighters a kiss of physics finesse. Gracefully pilot your tank through gorgeous arenas to
land a deadly shot on your opponents! You've got a slew of useful tricks at your disposal, including treads that stick to any wall,

boosters for midair hops, zero-friction slides, and rocket jumps for soaring into the sky. It's all about moving with style!
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Four playable zones, each with unique mechanics and physics objects
Explosive couch competitive mode for 2-4 artillery rocket scientists
Online multiplayer beta for solo pilots or duos
Computer AI tanks with three difficulty levels
Single-player Target Test mode with medals and global leaderboards
Laser guns, grappling hooks, homing shells, and tons of other power-ups to collect
A dynamic soundtrack by King Felix that changes every time you play
Player progression with levels, maps and characters to unlock
Modifiers to shake things up: zero gravity, slow motion, chaos mode and many more!
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Title: Treadnauts
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Topstitch Games
Publisher:
Topstitch Games
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2018
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learn calcules via a rpg game. Ys Seven is a great game. It's quite a bit different from the earlier 3d Ys games, but I wouldn't say
this doesn't makes it better or worse, just different. Unlike the earlier games, Seven tries to add a bit more to the RPG side of
the series. The story is a bit larger and feels quite a bit more serious than in previous games. There's now party members,
various skills for each party member that level up along with them, special EX attacks, more equipment options, loads of
accessories with various effects, and a crafting system. The combat system is also completely different. Aside from
aforementioned skills and EX attacks, certain enemies have certain weaknesses, and attacking them with the wrong type of
weapon will make you either deal significantly less damage, or even no damage at all. Jumping is also gone, putting the fights in
mostly 2d setting. To compensate for the inability to evade through jumping, the game also introduces a roll ability to let you
move around faster, and a guard ability to completely block attacks if timed correctly. Guarding early punishes you by making
you take a guaranteed critical hit, while guarding successfully charges your EX attack gauge slightly and gives you a short period
of time with 100% critical hit rate. Despite all these changes though, this doesn't mean the game is easy by any means. It's
certainly got the same challenge as any other game in the series. Overall it's a great game and I had a blast with it. The crafting
and skill leveling felt like down points for me though. Farming materials for new weapons and armor can be a bit of a pain, and
similarly, spamming a skill a bunch of times to level it up can be a bit of a hassle. I found these two points sort of distracted me
from the rest of the game a bit. Beyond that though, I can't really say anything bad about this game, it's definitely really great,
and the differences from other Ys games sort of give it a fresh new feel. I highly recommend it.. Levels with no towers allowed
only mines, oh and no hot key.. Very entertaining. On the short side, but the VR community should support and encourage
games like this. From start to finish everything was well done.. Fun easy to play match game, well worth the sale price of 4.99.
Terrible...pretty much every other vehicle lags and glitches out during chases, the story missions are bad, it's overall very
confusing how to even play this crap. I've had good times with The Crew in the past but those days are gone :'(. I am a huge
Myst fan and I have to say I loved Haven Moon. Since Myst I have played an enormous number of what may be called Myst
clones, and Haven Moon is among the closest to recreating the original experience. The puzzle design and artwork are very
reminiscent of those of Myst. There were a couple of puzzles I grew frustrated with because I thought I had to search a huge
space of solutions, but after some patience (i.e. unlocking further areas to reveal more clues) and more careful observation and
putting stuff together in my head, I discovered that there were sufficient clues to solve them with much less trial and error. The
puzzles and exploration were fair, fun and rewarding. I played this about a year ago, and I'll be honest, I don't remember much
about the story, but I do remember loving the whole experience.. I quickly refunded this game because it's filled with bugs and
crashes often. You are better off just buying heroes VII or even V, it's still good after all these years.. Was really hoping to like
this game, but unfortunately I cannot recommend it.

Strengths
* Art style and presentation is amazing

Weaknesses
* Floaty\/Laggy combat animations don't match the hitboxes. For a "roguelike" to be enjoyable the combat needs to feel crisp.
In this you can potentially be hit by an attack 15 feet away, which makes for an unfun experience.
* Story is mostly from text and cutscenses of two guys looking at a book.
* Maps are gigantic with very little content. You can go minutes without seeing an animal or a resource.
* No stats\/attributes\/skills, making the game seem very simple with no long term objectives other than make that next weapon.
No long term upgrades like with what you would see in Rogue Legacy.. short but verry nice and fun :)
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really good little word adventure game. I loved this game as a kid and still love it now.. If you dislike this game, i'm going to jab
out your eyes with a rusty spoon. It's wonderful openworld...weird.... thing...

Best review ever~2014. Very fun shooter, I had a lot of fun with this one.. Very fun and engaging! Still remember all of my
playthroughs! Would definitely recommend
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